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Abstract-Some techniques and systems that support subma-
rine sensor fusion are discussed.  They include navigation
system, other sensor systems like oceanographic sensor sys-
tems and own-ship performance monitoring sensor systems,
own-ship steering system, sensor management, data flow
arrangement, onboard data base system, and temporal and
spatial information alignment.  Their relationships with the
fusion system, the coordination among these systems them-
selves and practical system design tips are also presented.
Special emphases are put on system development considera-
tions, especially on the unique requirements for submarines.
The aforementioned systems are critical to the fusion sys-
tem.  They are also very complicated and may need fusion
techniques in their own information processing, although
they serve as supports to the fusion system.
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1.  Introduction

In fusion system development, much attention has
been put on the basic fusion techniques, such as fusion
structures and algorithms. In fact, also very important
are support systems or techniques, such as coordinates
selection and conversion, timing between different
sensors and events, sensor management and data flow
coordination.  They serve as the basis for the fusion
system. They are an inseparable part of the fusion
system. Without a reasonable arrangement of these
systems and techniques, it is impossible for a fusion
system to work smoothly and effectively, and present
most useful fusion results.

The supports available to different fusion systems are
quite different. So is the management of these support
resources. For submarine fusion systems, the support
techniques are particularly important. The entire in-
formation environment of submarines has many dis-
advantages, such as poor information quality, mostly
passive type of information, miscellaneous informa-
tion patterns and an enormous amount of information

[1].  In addition, similarly to other military systems
there are many uncertain factors that may have an im-
pact on the submarine information system such that
the system may become very fragile and vulnerable to
even minute errors. Under such conditions, a strong
support from basic subsystems is vital. Not only can
they help the system reach its performance climax, but
enhance its robustness also. Therefore, especially in
fusion system development, the importance of these
support systems and techniques should never be over-
looked or belittled.

2.  Support Sensor Systems

There are three major categories of sensors that serve
directly as information providers for command and
control.  They are own-ship information sensors, envi-
ronmental information sensors and target information
sensors.  By sensor fusion many people mean fusion
of target information sensors.  This is the case in the
literature where emphasis is mostly put on target in-
formation fusion.  The fact is, however, own-ship and
environmental information is also important.  It is the
basis of target information collecting and processing,
not to mention other functions.  As a matter of fact, the
other two categories are also composed of many so-
phisticated modern sensors.

It should be emphasized that the three sensor groups
are not completely separable.  Some sensors are not
confined in one group.  Radar and the periscopes, for
example, are important target search and detection
sensors.  Simultaneously they are also important navi-
gation sensors.  This demonstrates that navigation
system and other sensors are not only conceptually
important for the target sensor fusion system, they are
also physically connected to the target sensor system.

2.1 Own-Ship Information Sensors



The most important own-ship information sensor sys-
tem is navigation system.  It includes all the naviga-
tion sensors and the related processing devices.  It
provides own-ship positional and postural information
which is a reference frame for the entire sensor sys-
tem, including the sensor fusion system.  This infor-
mation includes longitude, latitude, depth, course,
speed, dip angles, etc. of the own-ship.

The most important navigation sensors onboard a
modern submarine are the GPS receiver and ship’s
inertial navigational system (SINS).  GPS provides
three-dimensional fixes with very high accuracy.  The
limitation is, however, that the mast has to be raised
out of the water to obtain a fix.  This is always a risky
action although modern masks are usually coated with
radar-absorbing material (RAM).

Inertial navigation system is very important for a
modern submarine because it enables the submarine
with long time submerged navigation ability.  It con-
sists of a three-gyroscope and three-accelerometer
system that senses relative motion from a known
starting point. Obviously the fixation error accumu-
lates with time.  Other navigation measures like GPS
are needed to update the output periodically.

Of course there are many other more traditional navi-
gation sensors such as magnetic compass, gyrocom-
pass, radar, periscope and log.  Clear enough, the
navigation system is also a multisensor system that is
not less complicated than the target information sensor
system.  So it is natural that its information be fused to
achieve more concise and accurate results.  The fusion
of these navigation sensors cannot be expected to be
easier.  In fact, the own-ship information fusion is
similar to the target information fusion.  For example,
the navigation sensors can also be divided into two
groups, submerged sensors and surfaced sensors.  The
fusion system is accordingly divided into two parallel
sectors: submerged fusion and surfaced fusion, exactly
the same as for target information fusion.  Some fu-
sion techniques can also be shared.

The fused own-ship information finally should be in-
put into target information fusion system, serving as a
reference frame to target information.  The navigation
system here is treated as a support system to the fusion
system, that is, as one of the necessary “supports” for
the fusion system.  In terms of e.g., military impor-
tance and system development, the navigation system
and the target information sensor fusion system are
equivalent - they complement and support each other.

Another important submarine sensor is the self-noise
monitor sonar.  It consists of several arrays located at
different noise sensitive points on the submarine hull.
Area around the propeller is one of such locations that
need to be monitored because the propeller is the main
noise source of the submarine.  Self-noise level is one
of the decisive factors for successful submarine opera-
tions.  Propeller noise increases tremendously when
cavitation occurs.  Cavitation is a hazardous physical
phenomenon that appears when the rate of rotation of
the propeller is high enough, or equivalently, the speed
of the submarine reaches a certain level.  The main
task of the array around the propeller is monitoring
cavitation noise.  Another location often monitored is
around the bow sonar dome.  The noise around this
location is significantly harmful to the performance of
the sonars with their arrays located in this area.
Seemingly irrelevant to the fusion system, the monitor
sonar provides early alarm for other sonars.  In fact,
the information provided by the monitor sonar is an
important factor in underwater sensor management, a
basic function of the fusion system.

2.2 Environmental Information Sensors

Environmental information sensors usually mean sen-
sors that provide hydrographic, oceanographic and
even meteorologic information.  Some people argue
that they also should be included in the navigation
sensor category, which does not make much sense.
Environmental information sensors are miscellaneous.
They provide bathythermy, chemistry, magnetics,
gravity, and acoustics information such as the tem-
perature, salinity and seawater density, sound speed
gradient, the basic structure and components of the sea
bottom, and ambient noise.  Such information is used
to estimate the underwater sound speed gradient,
acoustic convergence zone, propagation loss, and re-
verberation data.  Other important information such as
acoustic propagation paths, acoustic sensor range, etc,
can also be estimated or predicted.

A significant difference between environmental in-
formation sensors and the other two sensor groups is
that there is no strong need for real-time collection and
processing of the information provided by the former
group.  It is not necessary to provide this information
repeatedly in an engagement without a major envi-
ronment and/or time change.  Usually this information
is measured as soon as the submarine reaches its des-
ignated position or battlefield.  Environmental infor-
mation is usually stored in onboard data base.

Environmental information is fundamental to sensor
fusion as well as other command and control func-
tions.  Ocean environment analysis and sensor per-



formance prediction, which are important in sensor
fusion, can only be achieved by using such informa-
tion.  Therefore, the environmental information sen-
sors typically support the fusion system in an indirect
way.  Their measured information is used to calculate
the basic parameters in cases such as underwater
acoustics analysis and sonar performance prediction.
These parameters are important fundamental elements
for fusion functions such as determination of associa-
tion gate size and sensor management.

3.  Spatial Alignment

Although the sensors onboard a submarine are con-
centrated in a small space (Typhoon, the biggest sub-
marine in this world, has a length of 171m and a beam
of 24m), the work of putting information from these
sensors into the same space reference frame can not be
ignored.

First, since sensor transducer arrays are installed in
different places onboard the submarine in a distributed
fashion, the effect of this location distribution on the
fusion results has to be examined.  For example, the
noise sonar array is mounted in the bow nose dome of
the submarine.  The information provided by it is most
likely centered at the ship bow point.  The passive
ranging sonar arrays, however, are symmetrically ar-
ranged on both flanks of the ship.  The reference cen-
ter is usually the central point of the ship.  Radars and
periscopes are usually installed on the bridge some-
where between the bow and the center of the ship.
Navigation sensors are also distributed.  Information
provided by these sensors has to be converted into a
common space reference frame before fusion.

Secondly, different sensors may use different coordi-
nate systems.  Some sensors provide information un-
der the Cartesian coordinates.  Others use polar or
spherical coordinates, absolute geographic coordi-
nates, or relative coordinates.  A unified coordinate
system is needed when a fusion system is developed,
and this is also important for spatial alignment of in-
formation.

Sometimes other factors have to be considered.  For
example, another coordinate system may be adopted
when firing weapons.  It will be much more conven-
ient if the same system is adopted for both fusion and
weapon firing purposes.  If different coordinate sys-
tems are used, it is better that they can be converted
easily.  Processing algorithms (e.g., fusion or tracking
algorithms) sometimes also have some special re-
quirements for coordinates.  A well-selected coordi-

nate system should facilitate to satisfy these require-
ments.

Sometimes even units should be unified.  It is common
to use the navigation unit system for naval applica-
tions.  In some cases, however, the international stan-
dard metric system is adopted by some sensors (e.g.,
some radars) and weapons (e.g., missiles).  This dif-
ference has to be handled although it is a minor prob-
lem.

4.  Temporal Alignment

The timing of different sensors is usually different.  It
is necessary to create a unified time reference for all
sensors when fusion system is developed.

The frequencies being used are different.  Sensors,
such as passive sonars, are used for both surveillance
and detection.  They may be in operation all the time
in the battlefield.  Some other sensors, especially ac-
tive or exposed sensors like radar, active sonar and
periscopes, can be used only occasionally and under
rigid restrictions.  The exposed sensor is a name des-
ignated for submarine sensors like radar and periscope
whose operation requires raising their masts out of the
water, or sensors like active sonar and again radar
whose operation requires sending out energy waves
which can be detected.  In both cases, the use of such
sensors bears the risk of exposure the submarine to
enemy.

The different physical field in which different sensors
operate can lead to timing problems also.  For exam-
ple, radars and periscopes operate in light speed physi-
cal field while sonars operate in underwater acoustical
speed physical field.  If a target is detected at the same
time instant by a sonar and a radar, the information
provided by these two sensors obviously represents the
target states at different time instants.  While the in-
formation given by the radar may be deemed instanta-
neous, that is, at the time instant when the detection is
made, the sonar only provides target information that
is say, several minutes (or even longer) old because its
takes considerable time for the acoustical wave to
travel.  To make things more complicated, the under-
water acoustical wave path is often seriously distorted
caused by the highly uneven distribution (sometimes
even with sharp leap) of the transmission media.  The
time lag for the signals to travel from the target to the
sonar array is difficult to estimate.   For active sonars,
the time lag is even larger due to the round trip of the
acoustical pulse but can be easily determined.



The difference in the data rates of different sensors
may also cause problems in timing as well as commu-
nication organization.  Some modern digital sensors
have very high data rates.  They are usually used in
environment with higher real-time requirements.
Some other sensors like active sonars can not have a
very high data rate.  In cases where both of these sen-
sors are involved, coordination and compromise are
necessary.

There are many other special problems in sensor tim-
ing.  The data flow is very complicated, especially
during a real engagement.  The timing of the sensors is
virtually the timing of the data flow, a very difficult
task.  Miscellaneous requirements have been imposed
on both the sender and the receiver of a signal.  Some
need the signal to be sent or received at particular time
instants.  Others have no such a requirement.  Some
require automatic sending or receiving of signals.
Others do it upon request.  Some may transmit data
only when other data is available.  Some need a strict
synchronization.  Others may transmit asynchro-
nously.

5.  Data Base

Like many other military systems, the submarine sen-
sor fusion system deals with two groups of data or
information.  One is the fragile information that would
become useless if not processed timely.  Measurement
data of a moving target belongs to this group.  The
other is the more robust data or information that can
last for a relatively longer time.  Characteristic data of
a target is an example.  This type of data should be
stored and accessed when necessary.  To manipulate
and manage these data effectively, a powerful tool,
such as a database management system, is needed.

Data base provides an important support for the fusion
system [2].  For a submarine sensor fusion system
especially, the information available is relatively poor
and monotonous.  For example, when the submarine is
in its most probable submerged navigation state the
information provided by sensors is simply acoustic
measurements that are often seriously corrupted by
noise and other factors.  Performances of sensors on-
board both the submarine and target ships should be
evaluated by these data.   The target can not be recog-
nized without the help from these data.  Algorithms
may have to be initialized using these data.  Artificial
neural networks need to be trained by these data.  In-
cidentally, collecting and processing such data is not
an easy job.  It is a painstaking and time-consuming
effort.

The amount of data needs to be entered into a data
base for fusion purposes varies, because several fac-
tors may affect it.  The requirement of the user, the
capability of the data base system available, the ability
to handle data of this kind of the fusion system itself
are some of the major factors.  No matter what kind of
data base is used, however, the following basic infor-
mation is necessary.

1) Ocean Environmental Data
Ocean environmental data, from onboard sensors or
from historical records, is important for the fusion
system.  A new trend these years is to put all the in-
formation on a marine chart into the data base.  This is
the so-called electronic marine chart.  With its user-
friendly interfaces, this new chart can provide rich
nautical and oceanographic information in a very ef-
fective and flexible way.  The ability of three-
dimensional information generation and display of this
chart system is especially useful in submarine applica-
tions.

2) Target Data
Facts about some possible targets are needed in many
ways by the fusion system.  Apart from basic data e.g.,
size, displacement, movability, and weapon capacity,
information like acoustic features of its propeller noise
and active sonar signals is also key to such missions as
target recognition.

3) Decision-Making Data
This category includes information concerning human
intelligence.  Examples include fusion related tactical
regulations, reasoning rules for artificial intelligence
systems, artificial neural network training data, etc.
Submarine tactics weighs heavily human and artificial
intelligence in decision-making because of the usually
disadvantageous information environment.  Enough
well-selected and well-organized decision-making
data in the data base is a prerequisite for effective hu-
man and artificial intelligence systems.

6.  Sensor Management

Proper management of sensor sources is quite a key to
a successful battle engagement.   The entire sensor
system should be operated in an optimum synergic
way.  The basic concepts of sensor management are
target assignment and target indication.  Target as-
signment is the initiation of observation channels by
assigning a specific sensor a specific target.  Target
indication is telling the assigned sensor where its tar-
get might be located, helping the sensor to catch the



target quickly.  Indication may be given by the possi-
ble position of the target, the possible direction in
which the target may move or the possible sector in
which the target may stay.

Sensor management sometimes has to be concurrent
with navigation and own-ship steering.  Some sensors
require special own-ship posture to ensure their speci-
fied performances.  For example, avoiding detection
blind zone of a sensor is the most basic requirement
when the sensor is recommended to operate [3].  To
manipulate the submarine to avoid the blind zone is
the obligation of the navigation and steering systems.
In addition, the time instant at which a specific sensor
is used is another factor that should be considered.
This is particularly true for the exposed sensors.  To
use them timely is critical for improving the observa-
tion and even the final results of an entire engagement.

In submarine tactics, the use of an exposed sensor is
always seen as an action that needs precautions.  For
example, to operate a sonar in an active mode might
mean to give up stealth and tactical advantages.  How-
ever, in some cases it is necessary.  In a submarine
versus submarine engagement, for instance, it is ex-
tremely difficulty to detect a modern submarine by
passive mode.  Using an active sonar may expose
yourself to your opponent though, you may win the
critical time advantage.  Sometimes it is very difficult
to get an ideal fire control solution by using passive
information, “ping” the target before firing weapons to
get some active information to improve the solution
can be a wise choice.  In such cases that involve the
use of the exposed sensors, target indication is espe-
cially important, because the time and the number of
shots allowed for using these sensors is usually strictly
limited.

Each sensor usually has its optimum frequency band.
If a sensor is better at getting data on a particular sig-
nal, it is better to switch to this particular sensor.  For
example, targets at long distances can be detected
more effectively by low frequency sonars.  Small tar-
gets are better detected by high frequency sonars.  Fast
moving targets can be handled well by sonars with
Dopplor abilities.  At the same time, each sensor itself
usually has several operation modes and frequency
bands.  Mode or frequency band recommendation
sometimes is also a necessary task of sensor manage-
ment.

It can be seen that sensor management in most cases is
a decision-making problem.  It is therefore almost
impossible to handle it entirely automatically.  Human
interference is necessary and very important.

7.  Steering System

One important task of sensor fusion is own-ship mo-
tion optimization.  This is emphasized in [1, 3].  The
goal of this optimization is to guide own-ship motion
so that best sensor observations and/or best fusion
results may be obtained.  This can be achieved, how-
ever, only if the relationships between the fusion sys-
tem and the steering system, among many other sys-
tems, are appropriately coordinated.  There are always
conflicting requirements for these systems.  First of
all, the recommended motion strategies by the fusion
system should be realizable.  One distinctive feature of
a submarine is its poor movability.  Strategies out of
the reach of the steering system are absolutely unac-
ceptable.  To achieve such a balance is always a chal-
lenge.  To make things even worse, there are many
other constraints.  For example, the remaining power
storage of the battery arrays is another limitation for a
diesel-electric submarine motion.  The blind zones of
sensors also impose limitations on submarine maneu-
ver.  Tactical requirements are another source of con-
cerns.  With all these factors being taken into account,
the room left for the fusion system may be quite small.

Compromise strategies are necessary for the fusion
system to handle these situations.  For example, when
a target contact is reported by a sensor, say, a noise
sonar, it is usually a good strategy for the submarine to
move at a low speed, because a low speed corresponds
to a low level of self-noise.  A low self-noise is a fa-
vorable condition for the sonar to keep the detection
stable and effective and for the submarine to keep it-
self stealthy.  It is also more power efficient, an at-
tractive lure for a diesel submarine.  Sometimes, how-
ever, some of these advantages have to yield to more
urgent requirements.  For example, low speed in some
cases (e.g., bearings-only case) can result in much
longer tracking time.  Sometimes critical opportunities
of tactical operations can be missed because of low
speed.

Another point that should be emphasized is the fact
that the procedure of carrying out a steering recom-
mendation needs time.  After a recommendation is
made, the operator notices it and then reports to the
commander, who then makes the decision to accept it
or not.  If the decision is yes, he gives the order.  Per-
sonnel in charge of the operation of the steering sys-
tem (e.g., planesman and helmsman) then carry out the
order.  Even after the human control operation, it still
takes some time for the ship to finish its adjustment.
At this time, the situation may have changed signifi-
cantly since the recommendation was made.  This im-
plementation delay has to be taken into account when



making the recommendation.  In fact, this is a problem
for any machine-made decision.  If this delay is large,
its impact should be examined in such a decision-
making process.

8.  Conclusion

The support systems and techniques can be seen as an
important integral part of the submarine sensor fusion
system. Although known as support systems and tech-
niques, they are actually complicated.  So are their
implementations.  In fact, only some major issues are
discussed in this paper.  There are many other impor-
tant aspects, such as system management, human-
machine relationship and system performance evalua-
tion that deserve attention.  In fact, there are much
more considerations when a real system development
is to be undertaken.  At the same time, submarines are
experiencing modernization [4].  New technology and
devices keep on pouring in [5,6].  Submarine sensor
fusion, as well as its support systems and techniques,
has to adjust itself to this development trend all the
time.
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